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We Want...

The target market to

1) value themselves as unique individuals

2) understand that Ray Ban glasses are for anyone who cares 

about individuality and self-expression

To create a relationship between the target market and Ray-Ban by 

showing how both possess the same values.



see where you want to be



See Where You Want To Be

The campaign will invite individuals to look and actually see where they want to be 

in life. 

Ex: a vacation, a family at home, a  dream career or ultimate house

Dreams and wishes come in all shapes and sizes and are as unique as the individuals 

that put on Ray Ban glasses. 

It is the hope that this campaign will inspire individuals to carry out their dreams and 

get to where they want to be.



Target Market

Men and women - ages of 18-34 

Caucasian, African American and Asian populations who are working towards or 

have acquired a college degree. 

-Majority have a career but still value time for leisure. 

This target audience purchases items based on status and self-expression, valuing 

individuality. 
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30 sec. Commercial 

Storyboard 

Scene One: 

-Plain background with empty chair

-Interview One will walk on screen from 

right hand side and sit down 

Scene Two:

-From off screen…”So where do you want to 

be?

-Interview One answers



Scene Three: 

-Interview Two answers

***question is not repeated

Scene Four:

-Interview Three answers



Scene Five: 

-Cut to screen with more 

interviews

-All interviews are talking over 

each other

Scene Six:

-Even more interviews...talking



Scene Seven: 

-Black screen...silence

-In white…“see where you want to 

be” with the outline sunglasses in 

white

Scene Eight:

-Black screen

-In white...Ray Ban logo



Click On Photo 

for Commercial





NFL Stadium Billboard





Skyscraper



Content 

Calendar

January Introduce Campaign:

-30 second commercial

-image on skyscraper in NYC, LA, Pittsburgh, Seattle and Washington D.C

(End of Jan) - billboard outside football stadiums

February -billboard outside football stadiums - run until the Super Bowl

-magazine ad

March -image on skyscraper in Dallas, Philadelphia and Boston

-billboard in airport

-run 15 second version of commercial

April -magazine ad

-billboard in airport

May -push 30 second commercial on social media outlets (Facebook and Twitter)

-image on skyscraper in Atlanta, New Orleans and Indianapolis

June -magazine ad

-billboard in airport

-run 15 second version of commercial

July -push 30 second commercial on social media outlets (Facebook and Twitter)

-image on skyscraper in San Diego, Houston and Denver



Budget



Thank You!


